
 

 
 

OFFICER APPLICATION 
For the 2019-2020 school year. 

 
Position applying for:__Academic VP________________________________________________ 
Only one position per application. 

 
IMPORTANT GUIDELINES 

• Please attach a resume. 

• This application applies to candidates for the positions of: President, Executive Vice President, 
Professional Vice President, Internal Vice President, External Vice President, Administrative Vice 
President, Academic Vice President and Financial Vice President. 

• Incomplete and/or late applications will not be considered. 

• All applicants must purchase tickets to and attend the End-of-Semester (EOS) Banquet. 
 
IMPORTANT MANDATORY DATES AND EVENTS 

• Thursday, April 11 @ 11:59 PM: Application Due.   

• Friday, April 12 @ 11:59 AM: Confirmation of candidacy eligibility. 

• Saturday, April 13 - Sunday, April 14: Interview with current officer(s). 

• Thursday, April 18 @ 6:15 PM: Elections  
o Location: GAR 0.102 
o All candidates must arrive promptly at 5:15PM 
o Business Professional attire for candidates 

• Friday, April 19 @ 11:59 AM: Elections Results Announced 

• April 26 @ 10:00 AM & May 1 @ 4:00 PM: Intranet Training 

• Friday, April 26 @ 2:00 PM: Corporate Training 

• Friday, May 3 @ 1:00 PM: President’s Roundtable (president only) 

• Friday, May 3 @ 2:00 PM: Mandatory New MASO Officer Training 

• End-of-Semester (EOS) Banquet  
o Official Officer Induction 
o Formal/Evening Attire 
o Tickets must be purchased in order to be eligible. 

▪ No refunds 
 
 

OFFICER CONTACT INFORMATION 

Jennifer Lei   512-788-8587   president@texasabsa.org 

Ziwei Ye   936-676-9897   executivevp@texasabsa.org 

Danny Li   713-534-3420   professionalvp@texasabsa.org 

Raymond Li   214-470-1268   internalvp@texasabsa.org 

Kelly Xia   832-712-3042   externalvp@texasabsa.org 

Jenny Yin   972-867-8988   administrativevp@texasabsa.org 

JoDei Pasasadaba  210-427-9090   academicvp@texasabsa.org 

George Zhang   832-703-9716   financialvp@texasabsa.org  



 

BASIC INFORMATION 
 
Name: Jade Yeng 

Email: jadeyeng6424@utexas.edu  

Major(s): Accounting 

Classification by year: Sophomore 

Phone: 682-227-5905 

Expected Graduation (Month, Yr): May 2021 

Previous position(s) held in ABSA:  Feed Your Mind Project Manager, Feed Your Mind Committee 

Member, Marketing Team 

Other organizations involved in and positions planning to hold for 2019-2020:  

_____________________________________________________________________________________________ 

_____________________________________________________________________________________________ 

Hours planning to take in Fall 2019: _    12-15  Spring 2020: 12-15 

Other obligations (i.e. jobs, internships, etc): Please be specific.   
During the summer I am going to be studying abroad in Shanghai, so I am unsure how that will correlate 
with the time commitment needed during the summer. During the school year, I am not currently 
actively looking for a job, however if I see that I will be able to fit it in to my schedule, then there is a 
high possibility that I will be working. Additionally, in the Fall I am going to be recruiting, so that will also 
be a time commitment that will need to be accounted for. 
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SHORT ANSWER QUESTIONS  

Please answer the following questions on a separate sheet of paper.  Maximum 3 pages typed. 
 

1. Why are you running for this position? 
Finding a community is important when coming to a new place, and when entering college, I went 

through the process of searching for a group of people that I felt that I could get along with well and be 
myself. Through experimentation, applying, and joining many clubs, ABSA has become this place. In the 
two years that I have been a part of this organization, I have seen growth in myself and those around me 
that make me passionate about the philosophy that ABSA holds. When I first joined the club, I was an 
awkward mess trying to fit in, and quite frankly, overwhelmed with the amount of people that I was 
surrounded by and the array of skills that they had. However, through joining the Feed Your Mind 
committee and M-Team, I was able to be integrated into this large organization and find my place.  ABSA 
offers so many different opportunities for people to grow, and I believe one of the reasons that make it 
such a strong organization. My experience further exemplifies this. However, I believe that I am in a 
unique position because I have been able to see ABSA through multiple perspectives. First, as a general 
member, then as a committee member and team member, and finally now as a director. All of these 
perspectives give me a way to connect to people and has been something that I love to leverage 
whenever speaking to new people. 

All of these positions have only aided in developing my passion for wanting to be apart in 
helping this organization and its members. As a general member, I have seen the network of people that 
join ABSA and the different resources that are available for members to develop. This network of people 
provides inspiration to achieve a level of greatness and a group of friends to share memories with. If I 
become a VP, I want to be a part of assisting others in growing this network. As a committee member, I 
was able to become integrated into a small part of ABSA and see growth more clearly. I think being a 
part of the Feed Your Mind Committee was pivotal my freshman year because it provided me with a way 
to grow my leadership in a more relaxed setting – one that was not under the watchful eye of a 
microscope – where I was able to become more comfortable with my capabilities and not worry so 
much about what other people may be thinking. Being a part of the committee allowed me to see a 
smaller part of ABSA when the whole organization seemed to be very big.  If I become a VP, I want to be 
able to grow the committees and the ability that they have to help people find personal growth. Next, as 
a team member, it allowed me to see the part of ABSA that worked to improve skills and gain knowledge 
in a major-specific field. As a part of a team, I was able to grow into my true self and display the skills I 
possess, all while being a part of cultivating a culture that I have much love for - an accomplishment I am 
extremely grateful to be able to form. If I become a VP, I want to create this same type of supportive 
culture that is infectious to everyone. Finally, now as a director, it has allowed me to combine all the 
previous roles that I have held and integrate them into a role of influence. In this position, I have been 
able to share what ABSA means to me and develop my own skills and leadership abilities. This position 
has given me a way to meet amazing people, advise them, and then watch them grow. Being able to 
facilitate improvement is something that I am passionate about and being able to serve as a mentor is a 
gratifying role that I am always seeking to have. 

I would not be applying to a VPship if I did not believe that I was capable of doing well in the 
role. Everything that I have done in ABSA will only facilitate this, and I know that I will be able to prove 
myself to do well in this position. Relying on my past experience has prepared me to take on this role 
where I will be looked on as a face of ABSA. I will not only be able to give back to an organization where I 
have been able to find a community, but also be able to grow as a leader and accomplish the goals that I 
have set for myself. I am excited to take on another journey where I will be given an exciting opportunity 
to contribute to the growth of an organization that I believe in. 
 
 2.  What contributions have you made to ABSA as a member? 



 

There are many aspects of ABSA I have taken the role of, from a general member, committee 
member, team member, and then now director. All of which were different roles that contributed to 
what ABSA means in their own ways. As a general member, I have been able to join the network of 
people that make ABSA such a strong organization, meeting people and building connections that make 
people feel comfortable in a big university where you can often times lose yourself in. I have worked to 
get to know people and spread encouragement in order for everyone to feel like they are in a safe 
space. Also, relying on these people to provide me with the same support. The relationships that I have 
developed aim to strengthen the community that ABSA is. 

As a committee member, I have worked to organize an event that is able to integrate ABSA into 
the University, and represent what organizations here aim to accomplish – starting things that change 
the world. The role that Feed Your Mind has on the campus is exciting because it allows individuals from 
all over campus to connect under a single common goal: getting free things. There is a reason why the 
event hosts so many people in one day and being able to invest time to make it successful only 
represents how the committees work to give back to students. Additionally, being a marketing team 
member, has been a stimulating educational experience where I am able to test my skills, but also be my 
authentic self. As a smaller part of ABSA, being a part of Marketing Team has allowed me to get to know 
people better in an engaging and stimulating fashion. 

Through combining my time as a general member, committee member, and team member, it 
has motivated me to be an even better director every day, because I have built relationships where I 
want to show my best self. In running a committee, I wanted all the people involved to understand the 
importance that they offer and help them develop the skills in order to accomplish this transition. In 
doing this, I have worked really hard to make sure that all of the meetings that we hold are meaningful 
and emphasize that I am someone who can be a resource whenever needed. Often times, especially in a 
college sense, I think people feel the need to be more independent for fear of being weak or being seen 
as not good enough. However, in my position as a director, I have taken an active role to try and wash 
away that stereotype and provide help when I can. In doing this, it helps ABSA create an environment 
that feels like a community and welcome new members to what all ABSA has to offer. 

  
3. Why do you feel that you are qualified for this specific officer position? 

In all the roles that I have described to have, I think it shows the qualifications that I have built 
to be a successful leader, and exemplify the leader that I currently am. This coupled with the knowledge 
that I have about the branch means that I have a good understanding for how things are going to run 
and be able to develop a game plan that will allow me to execute all the tasks given to me in the most 
efficient way possible. I thrive in leadership positions because I have a passion for growth and helping 
people achieve growth. Additionally, my personality gives me the advantage to spark conversation with 
people and make the awkward interactions of speaking with a stranger less awkward – being real and 
open with everything that I have been though contributes to this. Under a VP position, you become a 
forward-facing face of ABSA, so it is important to be able to understand the importance of relationships 
and work to continuously foster them. Finally, I am adaptable, which is something that being an 
academic VP needs because it is a position of experimentation and leeway. With this branch, we are 
able to start new initiatives and make changes how we see fit, which is a task where someone with an 
open mind is needed. 

I have a lot of ideas and a passion for this branch, what it stands for, and the future that it has 
with ABSA. This exigence is something that will motivate me to do well in this position because I am 
personally invested in the success of it. I want to follow up this year in academic with an even better 
year, do justice to the position, and contribute to the growth of this branch. The final qualification that I 
have is that I want to be academic VP, it is a role that I am excited about exploring in order to make my 
time as an officer one that leaves a mark. 

 
 



 

 
4. Based on your observations, what were the biggest weaknesses of the branch for which you are 
applying as officer?  What would you plan to do next year to solve these issues? 

I would first like to start off by saying that working in this branch has been an experience that I 
did not imagine it being, it has exceeded my expectations for what I was hoping to accomplish as a 
director because I have been able to see how much my fellow directors have matured which has been 
such a gratifying experience. However, one thing that I believe could have been better is the level of 
importance that was put on events, specifically social events within our branch. As a team, we were able 
to accomplish everything that we needed to well and with hardly any conflict. Which is why I say that I 
wished that we had more time to connect as a branch together outside of the work that we were 
assigned. Often times, we would forgo making plans with the excuses of being too busy and having 
other priorities. Which I understand because I was the one making the excuses as well. But I think an 
important part of being a VP is not only ensuring that the work is being done well to provide to the 
community, but also that there was fun in accomplishing everything as well. 

Finding enough time for each other and realizing the importance of a break was necessary this 
year with everyone in this branch being committed to many things. It was these responsibilities that I 
feel like sometimes we were overworked. While we were understanding of these things, and there were 
many mental checks through the week, I also feel like these efforts were easy tossed away, and the 
“importance” of our tasks overshadowed the need to find time to sit down, chat, and simply talk about 
life. Next year, I want to expand conversation beyond the “highs, lows, and awkwards” in order to truly 
understand everyone that comes in contact with the academic branch. So, something that I hope to 
improve on is, not only continuing to push expectations of what Academic branch represents, but also 
being able to show that as a unit Academic branch represents healthy and strong relationships. 

  
5. What specific plans and new ideas do you have for ABSA, and how do you plan to implement these 
plans in this officer position? 

During this semester, I believe that the branch was able to lay a good foundation and spark 
more interest in launch as well as continue the popularity of Feed Your Mind. Seeing these are the two 
biggest events that academic put together I want to continue to exceed expectations and build more 
rapport. Additionally, with workshops, increasing the publicity that is given to them in order to let 
people know of the events that we are putting together in the interest of the community.  
In this position, I want to leverage the power that I have to give mentorship to people, and help others 
find what identifies them, and help people grow personally. ABSA is really good about helping members 
become integrated into a business setting, but I found that in deciding what I wanted to do in my career, 
I first had to figure out what I wanted for myself. Self-exploration is an important part of college, and I 
want to be a part of this journey for people in helping them find out what makes them themselves. This 
can be done through workshops about self-reflection, and activities that help people realize their goals. 
A unique part about academic are the committees that are a part of the branch, and the opportunities 
that are granted when being a part of a committee. Here, you are given a small community that is built 
to foster teamwork and working towards a common goal of creating a successful event. In this, I find 
that you are able to see how you work with others, and the role that you fall under in this process. 
Understanding this, I want to grow the power of committees, and have them be necessary in ABSA not 
only to plan an event, but also be something that people want to be a part of because they offer a 
chance to understand more of yourself. 

  
6. Additional comments. 

I am planning on doing the MPA program, which is going to require a lot of time for me. So, one 
concern that I do have going in is balancing VPship and classes. However, I am still confident in my 
abilities to time manage well and will be transparent in everything that I do, so that I will be able to fulfill 
the commitments that are required for both. 



 

 

 
 

PLEASE REMEMBER 
Applications are due in hard-copy format and e-mail attachment by Thursday, April 11, 2019 at 11:59PM 

to the current officer of the position to which you are applying. 

 


